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What is Nested GEOS-Chem? 

Global GC 
4°× 5°
2°× 2.5°

Nested-grid GC Horizontal Resolutions
ü1°× 1° (GEOS-3) (Wang et al., 2004) (obsolete)
ü1/2°× 2/3° (GEOS-5) (Chen et al., 2009) (obsolete)
ü1/4°× 5/16°(GEOS-FP)
ü1/2°× 5/8° (MERRA-2)

ASIA
EUNA
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Retain native resolution of GEOS 

Custom
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Nested-grid vs. coarse grid

GEOS-Chem surface NO2, SO2 and O3 from May 2017 over the US

Nested-grid provides 
better details of surface 
sources

NO2 SO2

ppbv

GEOS-Chem at 2x2.5

GEOS-Chem at 0.25x0.3125 GEOS-Chem at 0.25x0.3125

GEOS-Chem at 2x2.5

O3

Plots generated by Lin Nan and Elizabeth Klovenski



How to run GEOS-Chem nested model?
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Step 1: Download the native-resolution met field  

Step 2: Run the global simulation to generate boundary conditions 

Step 3: Run the nested model (with boundary conditions from 
Step2 )

Either 2o x 2.5o or 4o x 5o boundary conditions

Tutorial based on GC version 13.4.0
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Region Met field Resolution Lon-lat coverage
US MERRA2 0.5x0.625 140-40W, 10-70N

GEOS-FP 0.25x0.3125 130-60W, 9.75-60N
Europe MERRA2 0.5x0.625 30W-50E, 30-70N

GEOS-FP 0.25x0.3125 15W-40E, 32.75-61.25N
Asia MERRA2 0.5x0.625 60-150E, 11S-55N

China GEOS-FP 0.25x0.3125 70-140E, 15-55N
Custom 
(FlexGrid)

User defined User defined User defined

• Two options: GEOS-FP and MERRA2
• Check the horizontal grid first before you prepare the met field!
• http://wiki.seas.harvard.edu/geos-chem/index.php/GEOS-Chem_horizontal_grids

1. Decide which met field to use
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2. Run global simulation
Everything is the same except you need to modify the Boundary Conditions menu in HISTORY.rc

You need to add and set the BoundaryConditions.LON_RANGE and BoundaryConditions.LAT_RANGE
region in HISTORY.rc ONLY IF you are running the simulation over a nested domain or custom domain.

The first number in the LON_ and LAT_RANGE is the minimum value and the second number is the 
maximum value. 
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2. Run global simulation
BC will then be saved for daily output (3-hour frequency). Keep an eye on your storage!

You can also use IDL -> GAMAP to check the BC file.
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3. Create run directory and run the nested model

When creating a run directory from the GCClassic superproject folder, selections are the same as the 
Global simulation, but now you select 3 in Choose horizontal resolution for Nested or Custom
simulations.

The Nested-Grid Menu populates where you can Choose horizontal grid domain matching your decided 
simulation domain (AS, CH, EU, NA, or Custom). 
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pMake sure input.geos has correct Latitude and Longitude Bounds

3. Create run directory and run the nested model

For existing domains: Longitude min/max and Latitude min/max are already set when 
you create the Nested simulation run directory.

For custom domains (FlexGrid): Specify custom Latitude and Longitude ranges
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pEdit HEMCO_Config.rc and HEMCO_Config.rc.gmao_metfields

3. Create run directory and run the nested model

1: Specify METDIR in HEMCO_Config.rc

2: Ensure that meteorology file names are correct in HEMCO_Config.rc.gmao_metfields

May need to add abbreviation (AS, CH, EU, NA) to match nested 
domain selection 

May need to add abbreviation (AS, CH, EU, NA) to match nested 
domain selection 
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pEdit HEMCO_Config.rc

3. Create the run directory and run nested model

3: GC_BCs should be already set to true for nested simulations

4: Specify path for boundary condition files generated by your global simulation
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Checklist
1 Step 1: Have you decided and downloaded the met fields for your 

simulation?
2 Step 2: Have you turned on and correctly save the boundary conditions in 

your global simulation? (HISTORY.rc in global simulation)
3 Step 3.1: Have you created the nested model run directory from the 

GCClassic superproject folder? (~/GCClassic.13+/run)
4 Step 3.2: Have you set the Met and BC pathway correctly? 

(HEMCO_Config.rc in nested simulation)

Nested Simulation Summary and References

http://wiki.seas.harvard.edu/geos-chem/index.php/Setting_up_GEOS-Chem_nested_grid_simulations

http://wiki.seas.harvard.edu/geos-chem/index.php/GEOS-Chem_Nested_Model

http://wiki.seas.harvard.edu/geos-chem/index.php/FlexGrid


